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BroadLit, Incorporated, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Hearts Unleashed is Julia Dumont s third novel in the Second Acts contemporary
romance series. Cynthia Amas, matchmaking guru to everyone but herself, has just opened the new
offices of her highly personalized boutique dating service in Hollywood, California. One of her new
clients----a gorgeous, well-connected, uber-rich widow----comes in search of a new lease on life in
the form of no less than a social and sexual reawakening. The story moves across the endlessly
entertaining landscape of Los Angeles----from an astonishingly erotic art exhibit to a decidedly
intoxicating voyage with a wildly attractive crew of love and lust seekers via a luxury yacht up the
Southern California coast. Colorful supporting characters in this sensuous and deliciously
convoluted farce include Cynthia s best friend Lolita and her ever-mystifying pack of talented dogs;
Paloma, Cynthia s beautiful young assistant; a passionate new import from Dublin named Seamus
O Brien; baddest-of-bad-boy ex-lovers Max; and superstar screen idol Jack Stone.all seemingly hellbent on complicating the matters of the heart beyond belief. Meanwhile, Cynthia s lovably eccentric
mother has run off to Italy with one of the biggest philanderers in Hollywood....
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Reviews
Without doubt, this is actually the greatest work by any writer. It is actually writter in simple terms instead of confusing. I found out this ebook from my i
and dad recommended this pdf to understand.
-- K r isty Dicki
Extremely helpful to all of category of men and women. it had been writtern extremely completely and helpful. You are going to like the way the blogger
compose this publication.
-- Joha tha n Ha a g
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